
Multi-Layer Window Card 
Materials:

• One 5 1/4” x 10 1/2” piece of card stock - score in half for 
 a square card  (this is your card base).

• Three 5” square different color card stock.

• Embossing folder & ebossing/die cutting machine

• Classic & Scalloped Circle Nestabilities Dies

• Paper Cutter/Trimmer

• Removable & Regular Scotch Tape

• Permanent Adhesive

• Stamps, Ink and embellishments.

This card has 3 stages.... 
 ebossing, die cutting and stamping.

Embossing:

Using two of the 5” square card stock (in this case: Certainly Celery and 
Old Olive), stack the two squares together and cut from corner to corner 
on the diagonal. Note: you now have 2 more halves to make a second card :D

Marry the two halves together with each half from a different color.
On the back, tape the two halves together.

You are now ready to emboss. Note: It is easier to 
extend your embossing if the embossing folder has 
a repetitive design or a floating design that can be 
matched up for the second pass. 

                                                             Embossing Pass #1 - full pass through 
                                                             the die/emboss machine as usual.
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After the first pass, match up the last row of 
embossing “bumps” on your card stock with a row of 
the raised design on the folder.  The card and folder 
will interlock where the pattern matches. There will 
be a slight wiggle but your design will match up.                                                           

                                                                              Embossing Pass #2 -  I only ran         
                                                                              the new section through and 
                                                                              stopped at the end of the 
                                                                              embossing folder.

The finished “two colored card stock” with 
embossing that matches up.

Now trim this square down to a 4 3/4” square 
making sure the diagonal line is centered in the 
corner of the two different card stocks.

Die Cutting:

I made a quick stamping of the image that is to 
shown through the multi-layered window. This is to 
determine what size dies to use. 

Then stack the dies to be 
used for each layer of card 
stock. This is the order you 
will use your dies and the 
order of the card stock.
Set the “die stack” aside.
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Die Cut #1: 
Using the top die in the “die stack”, center it on the top 
layer of your card. In this case, it is the 2 colored 
embossed square. Using removable tape, tape down 
your die (cutting side down). Place the tape on the 
inside of the die taping to the paper ... incase the tape 
tears, it won’t be tearing the part that is for the card. 
Run paper and die through your die cutting machine 
as usual.

                                                                              Die Cut #2: 
                                                                              Center card stock layer #1 on top                                                                               
                                                                              of card stock layer #2. With one 
                                                                              hand, hold down one side of both 
                                                                              layers of card stock. Then using 
                                                                              the next die in the “die stack”, 
                                                                              slip the die (cutting side down) 
                                                                              between the two pieces of card 
                                                                              stock with your other hand. Make 
                                                                              sure the layers of card stock 
                                                                              don’t slip. Adjust the die using 
                                                                              the top layer of card stock as 
your guide. Again, using removable tape, tape the die to the bottom card stock 
layer. Lift the top card stock layer. Run paper and die through your die cutting ma-
chine as usual.  Adhere card stock layer #1 & #2 together.

Die Cut #3: 
Center card stock layers to card front. Repeat process 
as in Die Cut #2. Before running paper and die through 
your die cutting machine, open card. 
Only one side is to be cut.
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Adhere the layered card stock (#1 & #2) to the card front.

Stamping:

With the card folded as the finished card, stamp your
image through the opening. Embellish.

Supplies use in this tutorial:
Stamps - 3 Step Holly & Mistletoe from Kitchen Sink Stamps.
Paper - Certainly Celery, Old Olive and Cameo Coral from Stampin’ 
Up! Vintage Cream from Papertrey.
Ink - Holly: Step#1 Pear Tart, Step#2 Bamboo Leaves, Step#3 
Cottage Ivy.  Berries: Step#1 Lady Bug, Step#1 Rhubarb Stalk, 
Step#3 Grape Jelly all from Memento. Sentiment in Crimson Red 
from VersaFine.
Embellishments - Platinum Stickles, Gelly Roll pen in Clear Star 
from Sakura. Embossing folder Snow Dots by Cuttlebug-ProvoCraft.
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